
LESSON 29
as ... as not as ... as not so ... as

Thames America

Is the table as high as the door?   No, the table isn’t as high as the 
door; it’s lower than the door

Is this building as high as Mt Everest? No, this building isn’t as high as 
Mt Everest; it’s lower than Mt Everest

Is the River Thames as long as the Nile? No, the River Thames isn’t as 
long as the Nile; it’s shorter than the Nile

Is Spain as large as South America?   No, Spain isn’t as large as South 
America; it’s smaller than South America

season spring summer autumn winter

Tell me the names of the four seasons of the year, please. 
The names of the four seasons of the 

year are “spring”, “summer”, “autumn” and “winter”

What season are we in now?  We’re in ... now 

What was last season?  Last season was ...

What will next season be?  Next season will be ...

precede follow

Which day precedes Wednesday?  Tuesday precedes Wednesday

Does Thursday precede Wednesday? No, Thursday doesn’t 
precede Wednesday; it follows it

Which number follows the number thirteen?  Fourteen follows 
the number thirteen

Do the students precede the teacher out of the classroom after the 
lesson? No, the students don’t precede the teacher 

out of the classroom after the lesson; they follow him/her
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How many times a day do you eat?  I eat ... times a day

How many times do we live? We only live once

cut

What am I doing? You’re cutting the table with your finger

What do we cut meat with? We cut meat with a knife

Can we cut bread without a knife? No, we can’t cut bread
without a knife

lift little little finger

What am I doing? You’re lifting the table

Can you lift the table with your little finger? No, I can’t lift the
table with my little finger

Why not? Because it’s too heavy for me to lift

Is this piece of paper light enough for you to lift? Yes, this (or that)
piece of paper is light enough for me to lift

Dictation 11

He likes the cinema/ but dislikes television./ Her right hand/ isn’t moving;/ it’s
completely still./ He’s half Russian/ and half Greek/ and speaks both languages./
Tell us/ what you’re wearing./ They prefer tea/ to coffee./ We can’t walk well/ with
only one shoe./ The students/ aren’t remaining/ in the classroom./ They’re going/
into the corridor/ where there is nobody.

Do Revision Exercise 7
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